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NOTE ON THE SYSTEM OF TRANSCRIBING

AFRICAN TOPONYMS FOR FRENCH-SPEAKING AFRICAN STATES

SOUTH OF TEE SAHARA

(institut Geographique National, Paris)

In 1957, the Institut Geographique National had worked out a system

of transcription applicable +0 J;he African toponyms of French-speaking

States South of the Sahara. This system, considered as being provisional,

had to meet the two following imperative requirements:

(1) standardisation of place names by the use of a coherent graphic

system, unencumbered by unnecessary letters and signs.

(2) Restoration of an acceptable pronunciation of these place names,

permitting their correct identification by a French-speaking reac.

The establishment of a system of this nature, therefore, presupposed,

in the first place, the adoptior of guiding principles, and in the second

place the choice of a series of .conventions of detail.

It may perhaps be not without value to recall these principles rapidly

(a) use of the Latin alphabet, as the base alphabet*

(b) all the letters must be proruroed; for practical reasons, however

which will appear later on, a restricted number of exceptions

is admitted^

(0) M-univooal correspondence between the phoneme and its graphic
representation.

As regards the conventions of detail, it had appeared preferable to

avoid the use of diacritical signs, which are little known in French - and

which are? furthermore, liable to disappear when copied in the absence of

appropriate keyboards (typewriters, type-setting machines; etc), - and to

have recourse instead to digraphs. Certain of these digraphs kept their

French phonetic values whilst others, on .he contrary, represented by con

vention-/ particular sounds in the .African languages in question. In botl.

1/ This does not mean '^arbitrarily", as reasons of a logical, historical
or practical nature necessarily exercise their influence in directing
choice to the most satisfactory correspondence*
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cases, in order to differentiate between them, these digraphs could "be
(■■

underlined, \

A "phonetic convention", illustrating in summary form the body of these fc

rules - principles and conventions of detail - appeared in the margin of

maps issued by the IGK" and its ancillary organs, and a.llowed a reader thus

appiised to adopt a pronunciation which- if not perfect, was at least

adequate for proper use of the map,

Since 1957- the French-speaking African States have all obtained their

independence. In agreement with their Governments, and in most cases in

execution of Technical Assistance Agreements, the IGH and its ancillary

organs have nevertheless "been able to continue their cartographic mission.

They have,thus,gathered a considerable quantity of toponyms, and the work

carried out has beon enormous. The examination of the documentation assembled;

and the review of conditions in which this work was carried out, have, how

ever, brought to light, certain imperfections which are attributable less,

perhaps, to the system of transcription itself than to its application.

In the absence of a thorough knowledge of the multiplicity of the local

dialects, often prevented by other overriding technical factors from carry

ing out an investigation that might throw more light on the matter and obliged

to accept time-limits for completion of the work that left no margin,cm-

topographers have been unable to avoid making some mistakes. So the Ins-jdvjt

Geographiiue llntionr.l associates itself fully with the first recommenda

tion made by the Group of Experts on geographical names (E/3441 of 7 Fnbrv,--

ary I96I), for the establishment of national services for geographical names.

In order to bring about bilateral agreements with these national ser

vice?, and in order to take into consideration the experience acquired in

the course of the last few years, the IGE considered that it would be ap

propriate to apply to the provisional system of 1957 certain improvements

designed to facilitate its application, whilst allowing as faithful a re

production as possible of the particularly rich range of African sounds.

The principles accepted in 1957 have been preserved, but in order

not to increase excessively either the number of conventional digraphs ^r

the number of diacritical signs, the IG1T has had to conceive its new system
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of transoription more from the phonological than from the phonetic stand

point. The part reserved for phonetics still remains very important, "but

many shades of pronunciation will not be translated into writing if they

are liable to involve any confusion about the meaning of the words used.

With this new conception, after the necessary transitional period, it will

be possible to simplify and improve perceptibly the first graphic systems

adopted. It is certain that in the case of languages which have already

been the subject of serious study, upon which reliance may properly be

placed, the transitional period envisaged will be extremely brief. In the

case of other languages, a delay of several years should allow the desired

standardization to be carried out more completely.

As regards the conventions of detail, an adaptation and standardization

of the rules of spelling in French have been undertaken. Special groups

of letters (digraphs) have been introduced in order to evoke sounds which

do not exist in French; it has, however, been made a strict rule that names

thus transcribed can be read by persons knowing French, by giving a sound

that is as close as possible to the sound sought for.

Thus, the oonsonants: b, d, f, h, j, k, 1, m, p, r, t, v, a, are

able to reproduce very accurately the African sounds5 in contrast to this,

reservations are necessary in the use of: g, n, s,

There is no objection to the use of the letters: a, e, &, i, 0, u,

and the digraphs: eu, ou, with the same phonetic values as they have in

French; but the transcription of the nasal vowels calls for some additional

precautions.

Here then, very briefly described, is the system of cartographic

notations which the IGN proposes to submit to the French-speaking African

States for their acceptance. It uses the resources of the French language

to the maximum, but at the same time permits the transcription of sounds

peculiar to the African languages, thanks to simple conventions accessible

to a very wide public.

It goes without saying that.this system could be made subject to any

modifications desired by the Governments concerned in order to take local
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peculiarities into account. Bilateral agreements will be concluded accord

ingly with these Governmentsj in that manner, respect for the accepted rules t

will be guaranteed, and it will be possible to bring about a progressive

standardization of the geographical names of each State.

In order to ensure the attainment of this result, however, close co

operation will be necessary between the specialists responsible for collect

ing geographical names and the competent national commissions, so that

rigorous supervision can be exercised and the risks of error reduced to

a minimum.' It can only be hoped that these aims will soon be realized.




